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For themes about God, love, family, joy, and the strength of the human spirit, The Reading Shed is the place to be.
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Any novel by Priscilla West is a must read. So, please add The Forever Series Priscilla West to your summer reading list.


Wrecked New Beginnings

The Reading Shed It's never too late to rewrite your story...


And they always did, even when she thought her life couldn't get any worse.
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There would be no happy ending for us. He was too damaged. I was too broken. Two years ago, Lorrie's mother was murdered. But that wasn't the end of it. Feeling the tragedy, Lorrie's father spiraled into alcohol, depression, and finally suicide. The two most important people in Lorrie's life are both gone but she's still alive. Trying to recover from the tragedy, Lorrie returns to campus, ready to pick up the pieces of her life. All Lorrie wants is to get back to "normal." Then she meets Hunter. The man, the legend, "The Hammer." Hunter is a cage fighter who takes on every fight like he's got nothing to lose. His life is a tangled mess of girls, booze, and fist fights. And while it may seem like he's got a devil-may-care attitude, he's fighting a private cage-match with a monster he can't defeat. Lorrie knows that Hunter is exactly the type of guy she should stay away from, especially in her fragile state, but Hunter has other ideas. As Hunter and Lorrie grow closer together, will they be able to overcome their pain and heal each other? Or will they both end up wrecked? Note: This is not a standalone book. It is an extended teaser for the full length novel: Wrecked (The Forever Series).

Wrecked - [New Beginnings] Priscilla West 2014-10-20 A USA Today Bestselling Romance Novel by Priscilla West

Priscilla West 2014-11-13 Place of publication obtained from publisher website.
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